February 5, 2017 – WAR IS POLITICS, BUT WITH HONOR
Our title for today's post, War is Politics, but With Honor tweaks a phrase by Carl von
Clausewitz, Prussian general, in his 1832 book On War. Here's how he wrote in the
book. "We see, therefore, that war is not merely an act of policy but a true political
instrument, a continuation of political intercourse carried on with other means."
Here's the variant translation that is most commonly used; "War is merely the
continuation of politics by other means."
So the long version of our title could be; "war is merely the continuation of politics, but
conducted by honorable means." An example of war making's honorable means
might be The Geneva Conventions. And conversely, it is obvious there is no
Geneva Convention in our presently poisoned politics.
Of course, what we want to explore today is the dishonorable conduct of America's
political left. Salon provides the first example of the left's deplorable dishonorable
acts reporting the Senate vote confirming Rex Tillerson's appointment as Secretary of
State.
... The Senate on Wednesday confirmed Rex Tillerson, the former CEO of Exxon Mobil, on a
largely party-line vote of 56-43. Three Democrats — Joe Manchin of West Virginia, Heidi
Heitkamp of North Dakota and Mark Warner of Virginia — and independent Angus King of
Maine joined Republicans in backing the choice. ...
... The Senate confirmed President Barack Obama’s choice of John Kerry 94-3 and Hillary
Clinton 94-2. President George W. Bush’s nominee Condoleezza Rice easily won confirmation
85-13. Colin Powell was confirmed for the job by voice vote.

From Townhall we get the back story for another outrage; this time by the media.
They say that a lie gets halfway around the world before the truth has the chance to put its
shoes on. In this case, a lie went viral, was one of the top stories on Reddit, and was used to
slander a president before the truth came out.
The backstory: Mike Hager, a U.S. citizen, said that his mother was stuck in Iraq due to
President Trump's executive order restricting immigration and visa holders from certain
countries. Hager claimed his mother, Naimma, who was very sick, was not allowed to travel to
the U.S. on Friday despite having a green card. She then passed away in Iraq the next day. ...
... As it turns out, the real reason why Hager's mother wasn't permitted to fly to the United States
on Friday was because she had been dead for five days.
Hager's Imam confirmed on Wednesday that the original story was not accurate and that
Naimma had passed away on January 22. Fox 2 was able to confirm the date of death as well.
...

From the Hill, Asra Nomani writes on the dishonorable events at UC Berkeley.
On Wednesday night, an Afghan-American software engineer and self-described “global geek
girl” videotaped her friend Kiara Robles as a local TV reporter interviewed Robles about the
raucous protests at University of California Berkeley that canceled a speech by controversial
Breitbart editor Milo Yiannopoulos. Robles wore the trademark red hat of the Trump presidential
campaign, only with the message, “Make BitCoin Great Again,” her straight, long blond hair
sweeping out from under the cap.
Suddenly, a masked attacker in a leather jacket lunged at Robles and doused her face in
stinging pepper spray. “My friend was giving an interview when some coward peppersprayed
her,” Robles’s friend wrote on Twitter, posting the video. She was maced, too. (She said the
attacker was a woman.) ...
... protesters slammed Robles and her friends against a barricade. Unable to breathe or see
from the pepper spray, rioters surrounded her, some of her friends getting stomped on. “I
thought I was going to die,” Robles, who is gay, told me. ...
... In fact, while the Trump administration must of, course, lead from a place of compassion and
moderation, intolerant tolerance-loving people are threatening the very safety of Americans,
fomented by irresponsible Democratic Party leaders who refuse to accept the election results of
2016, (and) fear-mongering “social justice warriors” who behave as if they are on the set of the
“Hunger Games,” ...

From Twitchy we learn the pepper spray trick was used at NYU too.
It wasn’t quite a repeat of the UC Berkeley riots Wednesday night, but so-called anti-fascist
protesters clashed with police outside New York University, where Gavin McInnes was invited to
speak by the NYU College Republicans. McInnes confirmed other reports that he was peppersprayed at the event.
Thanks for asking if I'm OK guys. I was sprayed with pepper spray but being called a Nazi
burned way more.
— Gavin McInnes (@Gavin_McInnes) February 3, 2017
There were reports of punches thrown by both protesters and supporters as well, but police
were out in force.

A calmer look comes from Matthew Continetti.
"What happened to the honeymoon?" Charles Krauthammer asked last month. The opposition
has long granted presidents time to form their administrations, to announce their signature
initiatives. Donald Trump's honeymoon lasted all of 10 days—from his surprise November 8
election to the rude treatment of his vice president at a performance of Hamilton on November
18. After that, divorce.
The same forces that opposed Trump during the Republican primary and general election are
trying to break his presidency before it is a month old. At issue is the philosophy of nation-state

populism that drove his insurgent campaign. It is so at variance with the ideologies of
conservatism and liberalism predominant in the capital that Washington is experiencing
something like an allergic reaction. Nation-state populism diverges from Beltway conservatism
on trade, immigration, entitlements, and infrastructure, and from liberalism on sovereignty,
nationalism, identity politics, and political correctness. Its combative style and heightened
rhetoric offend the sensibilities of career-minded Washingtonians of both parties, who are
schooled in deference, diplomacy, being nice to teacher, and the ancient arts of CYA.
The message this establishment is sending to Trump? Conform or be destroyed. ...
... So unlikely did the election of Donald Trump seem to Washington and its denizens that the
reality of it still has not sunk in. All of the city's worst traits—the self-regard, the group think, the
obsessions with trivia, the worship of credentials, the virtue signaling, the imperiousness, the
ignorance of perspectives and people from outside major metropolitan centers and college
towns—not only persist. They have been magnified with Trump's arrival. There is so much
negative energy coursing through the city that circuits are overloaded. That the president still
draws support from the coalition that brought him to office, that a fair number of people see his
policies as commonsensical, seems not to affect any of Trump's critics in the least. They will
press on until Trump behaves like they want him to behave.
Which means the war between the president and the Washington establishment may last a
very, very long time.

The women marching after the inaugural had some strange bedmaidens.
On "The First 100 Days" tonight, women's rights activist Ayaan Hirsi Ali reacted to a recently
resurfaced tweet written by an organizer for last month's Women's March, which disparaged Ali
and another activist.
Linda Sarsour, of the Arab American Association of New York, tweeted in 2011 that Ali and
Brigitte Gabriel should be assaulted and that she wished she could remove their private parts
because they "don't deserve to be women."
Ali, a victim of genital mutilation while living in Somalia, blasted Sarsour as a "fake feminist" who
is not interested in universal human rights.
"She is a defender of Sharia law," Ali said, "No principle degrades and dehumanizes women
more than Sharia law."
Ali said Sarsour hates her and Gabriel because they speak out against Sharia.
She suggested that instead of protesting in Washington, Sarsour should have organized a
march for Yazidi women kidnapped by ISIS, "mass rape" incidents in Europe, or Asia Bibi, a
Pakistani Christian woman sentenced to death for "blasphemy."

Piers Morgan, no friend of the GOP, has some interesting views of Trump in The
Daily Mail, UK.
... The popular global narrative just ten days into Donald Trump’s tenure as President of the
United States of America is that he is a monster. But a new poll has revealed that 49% of
Americans support Trump’s travel ban, as opposed to 41% who are against it
For example, there’s one video that’s gone viral of a large rally in Brighton, on the UK’s south
coast, where thousands of people simply chant ‘Donald Trump, you’re a c**t!’ at the top of their
voices.
This just about sums up the ridiculous Trump-bashing hysteria that has enveloped the world
since his inauguration.
People are literally losing their minds over the mere thought of him sitting in the Oval Office.
A mental faculty failure that is driven, I fear, by sore loser syndrome. ...
... A Reuters poll last night revealed that 49% of Americans support Trump’s travel ban, as
opposed to 41% who are against it.
And in the UK, a YouGov poll today revealed 49% of Britons are in favour of President Trump’s
state visit going ahead, compared to just 36% who are against it.
So despite all the howling, marches, social media onslaughts and foul-mouthed chants, more
people in America and Britain appear to be behind Trump than against him.
And as we saw with the US election and Brexit, these polls are probably understating that
support.
Perhaps the reason for this is that the further away you get from the hysterical liberal elite
conclaves of places like New York, Los Angeles and London, the more calmer common sense
prevails.
Those people see a travel ban portrayed as a ‘racist Muslim ban’, then work out for themselves
that 85% of the world’s Muslims aren’t actually banned, and shrug their shoulders.
They know President Obama had a shockingly poor record on admitting Syrian refugees, and let
many of them die by not engaging with Assad when he crossed the fabled ‘red line’, so can’t get
too worked up about Trump not letting any in.
They remember Bill Clinton had ‘sexual relations’ with interns inside the Oval Office, so can’t get
too wildly outraged by Trump saying women throw themselves at celebrities either.
Just as they know Bill’s wife Hillary voted for war with anything that moved, so they rather like
Trump not instantly nuking Russia but instead making friendly overtures to Putin.
And so on.
In short, they don’t over-react. ...

Don Surber posts on Orrin Hatch becoming a Trumpster. How come? Because the
Dems dishonorable deplorables disgust him.
... Hatch heads the finance committee which needed to vote on Steve Mnuchin before the
Senate can vote to confirm him as Secretary of Treasury, and on Tom Price as Secretary of the
Department of Health and Human Services.
Cheered on by a complacently liberal media, Democrats boycotted the meeting, in an effort to
avoid confirmation. Committee rules require at least one Democrat be present before a vote
occurs.
Hatch had his committee waive the rule.
"This is all approved by the Parliamentarian," Hatch said. "I wouldn't have done it if it hadn't
been."
He could have sent the Senate's sergeant at arms to force Democrats to attend the hearing. He
did not.
From CNN:
Hatch chuckled when confronted by questions from reporters about the little notice that the
public received about Wednesday's meeting. "You were scrambling? Well, you know, that's
neither here nor there," he said.
The chairman also said that he had not yet spoken with the committee's top Democrat, Sen.
Ron Wyden, Wednesday morning. "I don't feel a bit sorry for them," Hatch said.
This is a refreshing new attitude, long overdue. ...

Salon
Rex Tillerson is confirmed along party lines, but prior presidents had easier
time with secretary of state pick
The vote for Tillerson stands in stark contrast to previous roll calls in which nominees
were backed overwhelmingly
by Associated Press

Previous presidents, both Republicans and Democrats, had a much easier time securing Senate
confirmation for their nominees for secretary of state than President Donald Trump.

The Senate on Wednesday confirmed Rex Tillerson, the former CEO of Exxon Mobil, on a
largely party-line vote of 56-43. Three Democrats — Joe Manchin of West Virginia, Heidi
Heitkamp of North Dakota and Mark Warner of Virginia — and independent Angus King of
Maine joined Republicans in backing the choice.
Most Senate Democrats opposed Tillerson’s nomination, angering Republicans who considered
the former Exxon Mobil CEO to be highly qualified for the post.
Sen. Ben Cardin, the Foreign Relations Committee’s top Democrat, says he feared Tillerson
would be a “yes man” and would not be able to prevent Trump from pursuing a misguided
foreign policy that leads the country “on a march of folly.”
Tillerson’s ties to Russia and his stand on sanctioning Moscow have been a point of contention.
The vote stands in stark contrast to previous roll calls in which nominees were backed
overwhelmingly.
The Senate confirmed President Barack Obama’s choice of John Kerry 94-3 and Hillary Clinton
94-2. President George W. Bush’s nominee Condoleezza Rice easily won confirmation 85-13.
Colin Powell was confirmed for the job by voice vote.

Townhall
Oh, Okay: Man Who Claimed Mother Died In Iraq Due To Travel Ban Lied
by Christine Rousselle

They say that a lie gets halfway around the world before the truth has the chance to put its
shoes on. In this case, a lie went viral, was one of the top stories on Reddit, and was used to
slander a president before the truth came out.
The backstory: Mike Hager, a U.S. citizen, said that his mother was stuck in Iraq due to
President Trump's executive order restricting immigration and visa holders from certain
countries. Hager claimed his mother, Naimma, who was very sick, was not allowed to travel to
the U.S. on Friday despite having a green card. She then passed away in Iraq the next day.
"The immigration told us that the President of the United States put an order right now - you
guys cannot go," he told FOX 2's Amy Lange.

Hager said he was traveling with his niece, two nephews, and his 75-year-old mother, Naimma,
home to Michigan. He said they traveled to Iraq to visit family and when she fell ill but didn't
expect it to be a problem for the family to travel since they all had green cards and had lived in
the United States for 20 years.
"I was just shocked. I had to put my mom back on the wheelchair and take her back and call the
ambulance and she was very very upset. She knew right there if we send her back to the
hospital she's going to pass away - she's not going to make it," Hager said.
As it turns out, the real reason why Hager's mother wasn't permitted to fly to the United States
on Friday was because she had been dead for five days.
Hager's Imam confirmed on Wednesday that the original story was not accurate and that
Naimma had passed away on January 22. Fox 2 was able to confirm the date of death as well.
Imam Husham Al-Hussainy, leader of the Karbalaa Islamic Educational Center in Dearborn,
says Mike Hager's mom did not pass away this weekend after being barred from traveling to the
United States. The Imam confirms that Hager's mother died before the ban was put in place.
After the story aired on FOX 2 and was posted on FOX2Detroit.com, we received many
questions about the validity of Hager's claims that his mother died waiting to be approved to
come home. FOX 2 has confirmed that his mother died five days earlier.
According to Al-Hussainy, Hager's mother had kidney disease and was receiving treatment in
Michigan - where she lived - before traveling to Iraq to visit family. The Imam said she passed
away on January 22, 2017, five days before President Trump instituted the travel ban.
I mean, why lie? The truth would have come out eventually. It's another story altogether as to
why a grieving son would politicize his mother's death, but come on now. Shame on everyone
involved in this story, and kudos to FOX 2 for doing the sometimes-awkward work of having to
fact check a death

The Hill
The alt-left’s cyber jihad against Trump and his supporters
By Asra Nomani

On Wednesday night, an Afghan-American software engineer and self-described “global geek
girl” videotaped her friend Kiara Robles as a local TV reporter interviewed Robles about the
raucous protests at University of California Berkeley that canceled a speech by controversial
Breitbart editor Milo Yiannopoulos. Robles wore the trademark red hat of the Trump presidential
campaign, only with the message, “Make BitCoin Great Again,” her straight, long blond hair
sweeping out from under the cap.
Suddenly, a masked attacker in a leather jacket lunged at Robles and doused her face in
stinging pepper spray. “My friend was giving an interview when some coward peppersprayed
her,” Robles’s friend wrote on Twitter, posting the video. She was maced, too. (She said the
attacker was a woman.)
My friend was giving an interview when some coward peppersprayed her #Berkeley
pic.twitter.com/CDpEqDsw2A
— janey (@janeygak) February 2, 2017
Alas, her friend’s attacker wasn’t just “some coward.” The attacker was emblematic of a new
toxic movement that is acting like an insurgency in America: the new alt-left.
For all of the important, albeit hyperbolic, conversations about “white supremacists” and the “altright,” we would be well served to confront the very real reality of a dangerous dynamic of
liberals in an “honor brigade” who lash out aggressively at others with the false claim they are
defending the “honor” of American values of tolerance, diversity and pluralism. For the selfconfessed crime of my vote for Donald Trump, a liberal Georgetown University professor told
me, “I’ve written you off as a human being,” and hurled insult after insult at me, including “F--k
off. Go to hell,” and “Gloves off.”
For many, the protests at UC Berekely came out of the blue. The Socialist Alternative Bay Area,
an organization of left-wing activists in the San Francisco Bay area, and the Berkeley Socialist
Students had posted an innocuous Facebook “event,” inviting protesters to the campus Student
Union to “unite against oppression” and “racists, Islamophobes and misogynists” who are
“emboldened” by the “election of Donald Trump“We have to shut them down,” the invitation
read, ominously.
A Facebook user then shared the details with the hashtag #ShutDownMilo.
But, underscoring how social media is used not only by terrorists but by “social justice warriors”
as well, the violent protests were long ago predicted.
Shout out to the antifascists fighting the good fight at UC Berkeley. Give them a reason to never
come back!#ShutDownMilo #antifa pic.twitter.com/WTDyl0LJZ0
— gυerrιlla мιndѕeт (@roflmaoism) February 1, 2017
Eric Feinberg, founder of GiPEC, a New York-based cyber intelligence company, tracked a first
use of #ShutDownMilo to two months ago from the Twitter handle for a self-described
“revolutionary anarchist news website,” ItsGoingDown.org, or IGD. The site says it seeks to
“uplift and build capacity for a wide range of social struggles, movements, and revolutionary

groups”; of course, it “accepts monetary donation via the anonymous digital currency bitcoin and
… through regular Credit or Debit Card / PayPal.”
Says Feinberg: “This is the American intifada,” an Arabic word for an uprising. “Just like ISIS
and Hamas have found the use of unique hashtags on social media to recruit and radicalize,
unique hashtags are now being used by groups here in the U.S. that call for violence, protest,
resistance and anarchy. By the use of these unique hashtags with a call to action to a specified
group and location, the online mob becomes a real world-mob that can cause damage,
disruption and violence, like we just witnessed in Berkeley.”
We are facing a cyber jihad, the Arabic word for “struggle,” in America, with the Internet used to
mobilize mobs.
In Berkeley, protesters slammed Robles and her friends against a barricade. Unable to breathe
or see from the pepper spray, rioters surrounded her, some of her friends getting stomped on. “I
thought I was going to die,” Robles, who is gay, told me.
One call to action says “come out, mask up….” Another: “Smash Trump,” with a masked
avenger punching Trump in the back of the head. There are yet more tip sheets for “combative
resistance movements” and “black bloc tactics,” an “anarchist tradition” in which rioters appear
in “black clothing and masks,” with layers of clothing to strip into to conceal identities, and
“engage in some level of illegal activity.”
Everyday We're Adding #Antia + Anti-Trump events to #TrumptheRegime! #ShutDownMilo
Actions Happening Across US https://t.co/VgKLxXDuXf
— It's Going Down (@IGD_News) December 2, 2016
When I asked the group, via email, about its role in protests, it responded: “IGD is a news
website, we are not organizers of, nor located in, Berkeley.”
Another “independent media center,” IndyBay, rebroadcast the IGD messages to celebrate last
night’s violence.
“#Antifa came through on their promise to #ShutMiloDown at UC #Berkeley. “#miloatcal,” it
wrote at 10:09 p.m.
It bragged about destruction of ATM machines, windows at an Amazon Prime store and the
image of a man, facedown on the street, surrounded by a mob, with the message, “Greetings
from Berkeley” and the hashtag, #keeppunchingnazis.
The school said in a statement “about 150 outside masked agitators” caused the violence that
night.
Greetings from Berkeley#keeppunchingnazis #miloatcal pic.twitter.com/Wg6X0Cazej
— Indybay (@Indybay) February 2, 2017
Another #antifa #ShutMiloDown tweet showed knives at the necks of Trump supporters in red
hats. Yet another one had a red Trump hat, burning on a stake.

When I asked IndyBay, via Facebook, who led the violence, it responded, “Milo, Steve, &
Donald,” referring to Yiannopoulos, Trump chief strategist Steve Bannon and Trump.
In fact, while the Trump administration must of, course, lead from a place of compassion and
moderation, intolerant tolerance-loving people are threatening the very safety of Americans,
fomented by irresponsible Democratic Party leaders who refuse to accept the election results of
2016, fear-mongering “social justice warriors” who behave as if they are on the set of the
“Hunger Games,” the movie about a “resistance” against a tyrannical dictator, and reckless
social media outlets, media companies and alt-left “fake news” sites that amplify the “agit prop,”
or agitation propaganda, of these political leaders and activists.
And who stands on the frontlines? Police officers, some of whom jumped barricades last night in
UC Berkeley.
Dallas police officer Sgt. Demetrick Pennie, president of the Dallas Fallen Officer Foundation,
and a plaintiff in a lawsuit regarding cyber agitation against police said: “These radical protests
are creating a dangerous precedent for homeland security in this country. Not only are they
facilitating the widespread manipulation of people using radical ideologies, but they are also
laying the framework for a domestic terrorist attack of immense proportions to occur. From a
critical incident management standpoint, these protest are too large and unpredictable for police
to control, which creates an opportunity for a domestic terrorist to intercede and carry out an
attack that could potentially result in mass casualties; a terror that would shock the nation similar
to 9/11.”
He added: "As we have seen over the last two years, these protests have become more violent
and radical in nature, which has placed police officers lives at risk. It is now time that law
enforcement be given the legal authority and resources to quell these protests before they
destroy this country.”
As the young women in the pepper spray incident nursed their wounds last night,
@OccupyOakland posted a message at 11:14 p.m., stating, “We won this night. We will control
the streets. We will liberate the land. We will fight fascists. We will dismantle the state,”
attaching a photo of protesters, carrying a banner with the battle cry, “THIS IS WAR.”
We won this night. We will control the streets. We will liberate the land. We will fight fascists. We
will dismantle the state. This is war. pic.twitter.com/JnlJMUtgCj
— Occupy Oakland (@OccupyOakland) February 2, 2017
Republican leadership need to remember the lessons of “COIN,” or “countering insurgency,”
from Afghanistan and Iraq: the best way to defeat an insurgency is good governance.
Appropriately, Trump responded this morning with the following tweet: "If U.C. Berkeley does
not allow free speech and practices violence on innocent people with a different point of view NO FEDERAL FUNDS?” And across the country, there were calls for the U.S. to designate
#Antifa and a related group, #BlackBloc, as domestic terrorist organizations — a wise
recommendation, by my analysis.
It’s time that the people of our country — including Democratic leadership — refuse the
dangerous rhetoric of #TheResistance, advocate with civility for the policies we seek and live
with a higher value in our hearts: #peace.

Asra Q. Nomani is a former Wall Street Journal reporter and the author of “Standing Alone: An
American Woman’s Struggle for the Soul of Islam” (HarperOne). She is a co-founder of the
Muslim Reform Movement and a former professor of journalism at Georgetown University. She
can be reached at asra@asranomani.com and @asranomani.

Twitchy
Gavin McInnes pepper-sprayed at NYU speaking engagement
by Brett T. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter
It wasn’t quite a repeat of the UC Berkeley riots Wednesday night, but so-called anti-fascist
protesters clashed with police outside New York University, where Gavin McInnes was invited to
speak by the NYU College Republicans. McInnes confirmed other reports that he was peppersprayed at the event.
Thanks for asking if I'm OK guys. I was sprayed with pepper spray but being called a Nazi
burned way more.

— Gavin McInnes (@Gavin_McInnes) February 3, 2017
There were reports of punches thrown by both protesters and supporters as well, but police
were out in force.

Washington Free Beacon
Trump Short Circuits Washington
The open war between the establishment and President Trump
by Matthew Continetti
"What happened to the honeymoon?" Charles Krauthammer asked last month. The opposition
has long granted presidents time to form their administrations, to announce their signature
initiatives. Donald Trump's honeymoon lasted all of 10 days—from his surprise November 8
election to the rude treatment of his vice president at a performance of Hamilton on November
18. After that, divorce.
The same forces that opposed Trump during the Republican primary and general election are
trying to break his presidency before it is a month old. At issue is the philosophy of nation-state
populism that drove his insurgent campaign. It is so at variance with the ideologies of
conservatism and liberalism predominant in the capital that Washington is experiencing
something like an allergic reaction. Nation-state populism diverges from Beltway conservatism
on trade, immigration, entitlements, and infrastructure, and from liberalism on sovereignty,
nationalism, identity politics, and political correctness. Its combative style and heightened
rhetoric offend the sensibilities of career-minded Washingtonians of both parties, who are
schooled in deference, diplomacy, being nice to teacher, and the ancient arts of CYA.

The message this establishment is sending to Trump? Conform or be destroyed. The outrage at
the president's executive order on refugees and travel was a sample of what is coming. Trump
is used to fighting the media and campaign opponents, but he has little experience with the
professional and supposedly nonpartisan bureaucracy. That is why his firing of acting attorney
general Sally Yates was so important. She ordered her department not to defend an executive
order that had been cleared by the White House counsel and her own Office of Legal Counsel.
For Trump to have delayed or done nothing would have been an invitation to further subversion.
He let Yates go within hours.
The blasé manner in which the media describes opposition to Trump from within the
bureaucracy is stunning. "Federal workers turn to encryption to thwart Trump," read one Politico
headline. "An anti-Trump resistance movement is growing within the U.S. government," says
Vanity Fair. "Federal workers are in regular consultation with recently departed Obama-era
political appointees about what they can do to push back against the new president's initiatives,"
reports the Washington Post. No one who professes support for democracy and the rule of law
can read these words without feeling alarmed. The civil service exists to support the chief
executive—not the other way around. And yet, when White House press secretary Sean Spicer
said that career officials who disagree with White House policy are free to resign, the collective
response in Washington was outrage—at Spicer!
Not only are there two Americas. There are two governments: one elected and one not, one that
alternates between Republicans and Democrats and one that remains, decade after decade,
stubbornly liberal, contemptuous of Congress, and resistant to change. It is this second
government and its allies in the media and the Democratic Party that are after President Trump,
that want him driven from office before his term is complete. You think I exaggerate. But
consider this: When a former Defense official who teaches at Georgetown Law School takes to
Foreign Policy to propose "3 Ways to Get Rid of President Trump Before 2020," and when one
of those ways is "a military coup, or at least a refusal by military leaders to obey certain orders,"
we are in unknown and extremely unsettling territory.
Congress is doing its best to live up to the public's dismal opinion of it. Democrats on Capitol Hill
are behaving erratically, hysterically, boycotting committee meetings to approve Cabinet
officials, threatening to filibuster a qualified and highly regarded Supreme Court pick because
Mitch McConnell won a wager with President Obama, and saying they will impeach President
Trump over policy differences. The Republicans on Capitol Hill seem as disoriented by Trump's
victory as the Democrats. Congress has been in session for a month. What, besides repealing a
mining regulation, has it done? Why is Mitch McConnell not playing hardball with Chuck
Schumer on executive branch appointments and Judge Gorsuch? I know, I know: "Things take
time." But time is the enemy. This is something Democrats and other members of the selfdescribed "resistance" understand but Republicans do not. Or perhaps the Republicans
understand all too well, and want inertia and entropy to bring us a less populist and more
conventionally Republican Trump. The doofuses.
So unlikely did the election of Donald Trump seem to Washington and its denizens that the
reality of it still has not sunk in. All of the city's worst traits—the self-regard, the group think, the
obsessions with trivia, the worship of credentials, the virtue signaling, the imperiousness, the
ignorance of perspectives and people from outside major metropolitan centers and college
towns—not only persist. They have been magnified with Trump's arrival. There is so much
negative energy coursing through the city that circuits are overloaded. That the president still
draws support from the coalition that brought him to office, that a fair number of people see his
policies as commonsensical, seems not to affect any of Trump's critics in the least. They will
press on until Trump behaves like they want him to behave.

Which means the war between the president and the Washington establishment may last a
very, very long time.

FOX News
'Defender of Sharia': Ayaan Hirsi Ali Slams Women's March Organizer
On "The First 100 Days" tonight, women's rights activist Ayaan Hirsi Ali reacted to a recently
resurfaced tweet written by an organizer for last month's Women's March, which disparaged Ali
and another activist.
Linda Sarsour, of the Arab American Association of New York, tweeted in 2011 that Ali and
Brigitte Gabriel should be assaulted and that she wished she could remove their private parts
because they "don't deserve to be women."
Ali, a victim of genital mutilation while living in Somalia, blasted Sarsour as a "fake feminist" who
is not interested in universal human rights.
"She is a defender of Sharia law," Ali said, "No principle degrades and dehumanizes women
more than Sharia law."
Ali said Sarsour hates her and Gabriel because they speak out against Sharia.
She suggested that instead of protesting in Washington, Sarsour should have organized a
march for Yazidi women kidnapped by ISIS, "mass rape" incidents in Europe, or Asia Bibi, a
Pakistani Christian woman sentenced to death for "blasphemy."

Daily Mail, UK
Trump's no monster... and he's not mad either: While the liberal elites literally
lose their minds the polls show that common-sense people quite like the big
bad boy in the White House
by Piers Morgan
TRUMP’S A MONSTER!
There’s the popular global narrative for you after just ten days of Donald Trump’s tenure as
President of the United States of America.
Indeed, such is his monstrosity status, there is currently a petition in Britain to have him banned
from receiving a state visit as a guest of The Queen that has so far been signed by nearly two
million people.
This follows the huge marches around the US and UK in response to Trump’s ill-conceived and
poorly executed temporary ‘travel ban’ on immigrants and refugees from seven terror-strewn
predominantly Muslim countries.
Protestors, led by incensed celebrities and politicians on both sides of the Atlantic, have been
competing to see who can be most abusive about the President.

Many of them, ironically, deploying the very same coarse misogynist rhetoric they cite as one of
their main reasons to hate him.
The popular global narrative just ten days into Donald Trump’s tenure as President of the United
States of America is that he is a monster. But a new poll has revealed that 49% of Americans
support Trump’s travel ban, as opposed to 41% who are against it
For example, there’s one video that’s gone viral of a large rally in Brighton, on the UK’s south
coast, where thousands of people simply chant ‘Donald Trump, you’re a c**t!’ at the top of their
voices.
This just about sums up the ridiculous Trump-bashing hysteria that has enveloped the world
since his inauguration.
People are literally losing their minds over the mere thought of him sitting in the Oval Office.
A mental faculty failure that is driven, I fear, by sore loser syndrome.
Every single thing President Trump now does, says or tweets or is greeted by instant paralysis
of perspective.
He is, and must remain, a ‘MONSTER!’
There’s just one problem: the majority of people don’t seem to actually agree with this
assessment.
Protestors expected Hillary Clinton to sweep this ghastly man to crushing defeat. When it didn’t
happen they were collectively struck down by Post Trump Success Disorder. This is an awful
affliction that causes victims to lose the power of calm, rational thought and resort to
uncontrollable, unrelenting outbursts of shrieking, screaming, wailing
In fact, the more the angry, puce-faced, self-righteous, snowflake, marching, millennial mob try
to force through their view, the less inclined ordinary voters seem to be to swallow it.
A Reuters poll last night revealed that 49% of Americans support Trump’s travel ban, as
opposed to 41% who are against it.
And in the UK, a YouGov poll today revealed 49% of Britons are in favour of President Trump’s
state visit going ahead, compared to just 36% who are against it.
So despite all the howling, marches, social media onslaughts and foul-mouthed chants, more
people in America and Britain appear to be behind Trump than against him.
And as we saw with the US election and Brexit, these polls are probably understating that
support.
Perhaps the reason for this is that the further away you get from the hysterical liberal elite
conclaves of places like New York, Los Angeles and London, the more calmer common sense
prevails.

Those people see a travel ban portrayed as a ‘racist Muslim ban’, then work out for themselves
that 85% of the world’s Muslims aren’t actually banned, and shrug their shoulders.
They know President Obama had a shockingly poor record on admitting Syrian refugees, and let
many of them die by not engaging with Assad when he crossed the fabled ‘red line’, so can’t get
too worked up about Trump not letting any in.
They remember Bill Clinton had ‘sexual relations’ with interns inside the Oval Office, so can’t get
too wildly outraged by Trump saying women throw themselves at celebrities either.
Just as they know Bill’s wife Hillary voted for war with anything that moved, so they rather like
Trump not instantly nuking Russia but instead making friendly overtures to Putin.
And so on.
In short, they don’t over-react.
As for the Queen, they’ve also probably worked out that Her Majesty’s met a lot worse world
leaders than Donald Trump.
Real monsters, in fact, who’ve done truly monstrous things.
I studied the entire list of state visits to the UK since she ascended to the throne in 1953, and
found a right royal Dirty Dozen that my poor Monarch has had to endure:
* 1971 Emperor Hirohito of Japan, who led Japan into World War II, ordered the attack on Pearl
Harbour and allowed systematic and appalling prisoner-of-war camp torture.
* 1973 President Mobutu Sese Seko of Zaire, a despicably corrupt military dictator who
embezzled £12 billion, caused the country’s financial collapse, and is blamed for the deaths of
230,000 people.
* 1973 General Yakubu Gowon of Nigeria, who waged the Biafran civil war that killed 100,000
soldiers and created a blockade which starved a million civilians.
* 1978 President Nicolae Ceausescu of Romania, a blood-thirsty, genocidal communist despot
who banned abortion and contraception.
* 1979 President Suharto of Indonesia, who ran a vile regime that is blamed for the deaths of a
million people.
* 1991 President Hosni Mubarak of Egypt, a brutal iron-fisted dictator with a shocking record of
human rights abuses, corruption and torture.
* 1994 President Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe, a repressive and sickeningly corrupt dictator
responsible for the murder of more than 10,000 rebels, anti-white discrimination, human rights
abuses and crimes against humanity.
* 2002 President Bashar Al-Assad, the ruthless Syrian dictator responsible for the deaths of an
estimated 500,000 civilians and who thinks nothing of murdering his own people with barrel
bombs and chemical weapons.

* 2003 President Vladimir Putin of Russia, who has bullied, tortured and killed anyone who gets
in his way.
* 2007 King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia, a country rampant with medieval beheadings, stonings,
religious and political persecution, that treats women with grotesque intolerance and where it’s
illegal to be gay.
* 2015 President Xi Jinping of China, a nation with a shocking record of human rights abuses,
jailing political dissidents, religious and ethnic discrimination, torture and executions.
That’s 11 utterly reprehensible ‘monsters’ if ever I saw one.
Who’s the 12th?
Well how about President George W. Bush, who waged an illegal, unethical, immoral war in Iraq
as revenge for 9/11, against someone, Saddam Hussein, who had nothing to do with it?
That senseless, disastrous war created most of the resulting mayhem in the Middle East, fuelled
the rise of ISIS and cost the lives of up to a million civilians and military servicemen and women.
Bush’s reward was a state visit at the end of that very same year, 2003!
So, monstrosity is all relative, right?
To date, Donald Trump’s most monstrous act is to enforce a campaign pledge to suspend travel
for people from seven very dangerous countries until a new, stricter VISA system can be
established.
I don’t personally agree with the way he’s gone about it, and I’m glad to see he’s already reined
back on banning any green card holders, but I absolutely respect his right to do it given that is
what he promised to do.
This is how democracy works. You listen to election campaign arguments, you vote, and the
winner gets to do what he or she said they would do if it’s within the law.
Amid all the furore over the travel ban, Trump has also unleashed a blizzard of other executive
orders and statements that deserve bigger headlines.
Yesterday, he said he was supporting an Obama EO protecting LGBTQ rights in the workplace.
No one is giving enough attention to the executive order he signed protecting LGBTQ rights. But
I accept that Trump IS a monster in some ways- a monstrous force of personality. He’s won the
White House with an undeniably monstrous ego, monstrous determination, monstrous chutzpah
and monstrous doses of political incorrectness
‘The President is proud to have been the first ever GOP nominee to have mentioned the LGBTQ
community in his nomination speech, pledging to protect the community from violence and
oppression,’ said the White House.
Nobody’s talking about this today because it doesn’t suit the ‘MONSTER!’ label.

But it is a very significant moment worthy of applause, not apathy.
Similarly, what Trump’s said about issues like NATO, red tape bureaucracy, government waste
and tax are all important things that should be given credit.
As is his pick for the Supreme Court, Neil Gorsuch, who seems a very impressive and not-verydangerous individual.
Trump’s hit the ground hard, and shown he both means business and intends to deliver on
much of what he said he’d do.
In some respects, though, I accept that Trump IS a monster.
America has never seen someone like him bulldoze his way like this into the White House
through sheer monstrous force of personality.
He’s done it with an undeniably monstrous ego, monstrous determination, monstrous chutzpah
and monstrous doses of political incorrectness.
Now he’s applying the same tough, uncompromising strategy to his presidency.
Trump’s tactics may not be pretty, but they might yet prove to be rather effective in a country so
paralysed by Washington intransigence that 20 children can be shot dead at school and not a
single new law is introduced to stop it happening again.
So call him a ‘MONSTER!’ all you like.
But by comparison to many of the real monsters who’ve been entertained at Buckingham
Palace, Donald Trump’s still a choirboy.

Don Surber Blogspot
Hatch joins the Party of Trump
Orrin Hatch may be a 82 and in the Senate way too long, but he has learned a new trick:
Forget 'em.
Ann Althouse, a retired law professor, captured Hatch's new attitude with this headline:
"I don't care what they want at this point," said Orrin Hatch.
"They" = Senate Democrats
.
This is a new and refreshing attitude for Republicans, well in keeping with President Trump's
demeanor.
Democrats have been throwing post-election tantrums for three months now.
It is time to ignore their belligerence and incivility.
Hatch heads the finance committee which needed to vote on Steve Mnuchin before the Senate
can vote to confirm him as Secretary of Treasury, and on Tom Price as Secretary of the
Department of Health and Human Services.

Cheered on by a complacently liberal media, Democrats boycotted the meeting, in an effort to
avoid confirmation. Committee rules require at least one Democrat be present before a vote
occurs.
Hatch had his committee waive the rule.
"This is all approved by the Parliamentarian," Hatch said. "I wouldn't have done it if it hadn't
been."
He could have sent the Senate's sergeant at arms to force Democrats to attend the hearing. He
did not.
From CNN:
Hatch chuckled when confronted by questions from reporters about the little notice that the
public received about Wednesday's meeting. "You were scrambling? Well, you know, that's
neither here nor there," he said.
The chairman also said that he had not yet spoken with the committee's top Democrat, Sen.
Ron Wyden, Wednesday morning. "I don't feel a bit sorry for them," Hatch said.
This is a refreshing new attitude, long overdue.
For decades, Democrats have gotten away with strong-arm tactics without complaint from the
scribes.
Well, that changed on 20 January, did it not?
CNN huffed about this:
Democrats asked that Price offer clarify on "inaccurate and misleading answer to questions
about privileged and discounted access to stocks," and wanted Mnuchin to address "inaccurate
and misleading answer to questions about the potentially illegal process known as robosigning," among other things.
But with the two nominations already having been sent to the full Senate, Republicans are
unlikely to cooperate.
"I don't care what they want at this point," Hatch said.
Ha ha ha.
But what about comity?
What about the long-term implications?
What about straining relations between the parties?
Don't care. Democrats have never cared. Why should Republicans?
Democrats tried this crap in Wisconsin in February 2011. Remember the shouting mobs
Democrats sent to the Capitol in Madison? Meanwhile, Democrats left the state to try to stop the
vote in the legislature.
But Republican Governor Scott Walker did not bend, and he became the first governor in our
nation's history to survive a recall election.
And in November, Wisconsin flipped red in the presidential race for the first time since 1984.

Nice education you got there, SnowFlake

